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In this deluxe hardcover collection, acclaimed rock band Coheed and Cambria bring the mythology

that surrounds their albums to life on the printed page, exactly the way lead singer Claudio Sanchez

envisions!The epic taleâ€¦in its entirety for the first time. New York Times bestselling author Peter

David joins Coheed & Cambria front man Claudio Sanchez for this science fiction franchise beloved

by many diehard fans! A gripping story for both new and old fans. As revolution thunders throughout

The Keywork, Claudio Killgannon hears his calling as a hero. So why does he not answer it? This is

space opera like youâ€™ve never seen before!
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Tie-In

The story contained in these comics goes along with the music written and performed by the band

Coheed & Cambria. If you love their music and always wanted to know more of the actual story

behind the music, this is for you. This edition contains the entire "In Keeping Secrets of Silent

Earth:3" comic books, with additional sketches and a cover gallery. A great item if you weren't able

to purchase the comics separately, or if you're just a die hard collector who "must have" an Ultimate

Edition like this. Will Claudio rise to become the Crowing, or will the evil tri-mage Ryan remain

unchallenged?

I'm not much of a comic book fan, just never really got into it, however I am a Coheed and Cambria



fan. The Armory Wars give so much more depth to the albums and after reading it was like I was

listening to them for the first time. These are a must for any fan of the band. I have both books and

they are just wonderful. A bonus that they are hardback and packed full of extras.

Got this volume and the first volume together for my boyfriend for Christmas. I had already read

them and since he has been a Coheed fan since the release of The Second Stage album, I knew he

needed to have these. The price and shipping for both was fantastic and well worth the look on his

face when he unwrapped them. The artwork, story, and the cloth binding of these books makes

them beautiful additions to any Coheed fans' collection.

My boyfriend really likes Coheed and Cambria and enjoys the graphic novels that's coincide with

the songs. Year of the Black Rainbow is the prequel, Amory wars: the second stage turbine blade is

the first book, then it's this book. I recommend starting with the first book and then this one

This has always been my favorite album by Coheed and Cambria. The artwork and story most

definitely did NOT disappoint. Cannot wait for these to be turned into a movie! (Mark Wahlbug

apparently bought the rights to the Co/Ca movies!) This is a must-have for any Co/Ca fans out

there!

This is a awesome story with wonderful art.  made it an even better experience getting it to my

house in beautiful shape. I can't wait to read the other stories in the Amory Wars saga. A must have

for comic book fans, graphic novel buffs, Coheed and Cambria fans, or just looking for something

different.

So over the past eight months or so I've really gotten into the music of Coheed and Cambria. I've

been aware of them for quite a while but just started listening recently. The first album I got was (at

the time) their newest, The Afterman: Ascension. I was surprised at how much I loved it, from start

to finish, awesome. So, I quickly started getting into all of the back catalog and, WOW, more of the

same awesome. It's been a long time since I've found a band that I like this much.Now for the

books. I knew about The Amory Wars and figured I should check that out too. I thought the idea of

seeing the music come to life would be a lot of fun. It was! I only wish I would have ordered these

sooner. (I ordered both the ultimate editions, second stage and keeping secrets) I flew through both

of them pretty fast. I'm going to read them again just to make sure I've absorbed everything.



"Second Stage" did feel a bit cumbersome at times. I'm sure it was hard for Claudio to cram as

much of his story into this format as he would have liked. Still, very fun to read and very

entertaining. "In Keeping Secrets" was a bit more fluid and well composed. Like any good story that

hasn't quite ended yet, it left me wanting more.Absolutely a must for any Coheed and Cambria fan

or any fan of good vs evil sci-fi type stories. Worth every penny of the already reasonable price and

more. The extras at the end of each book are a nice bonus too. (especially in "second stage" with

the reprints of the original releases)If you're like I was, on the fence about ordering these, do this: 1)

add to cart, 2) proceed to checkout, 3) click on "complete order"You won't regret it!

I really enjoyed this comic! It was just so amazing! The art work was just so amazing! Everything

about this comic was so amazing!!! I have been wanting to read this, since I listened to Coheed and

Cambria's music. If you are a fan of them and comic books, then YOU MUST PICK THIS UP!!! :)
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